Closing Grain & Soybean Comments
Kevin Riesberg Monday August 5, 2013
CORN: Corn was under pressure again today with Sept/Dec inverse collapsing into single digits with Goldman roll
to start the middle of the week. Informa's production number was not as big as some in the trade was expecting
and so corn was able to bounce off its lows. Informa pegged the corn yield at 158.6 with a production of 14.140
bln bu (vs their July production estimate of
14.259 bln bu). Most private crop estimates
so far are running in the 157-160 bpa range
vs USDA July number of 156.5 bpa.
Crop ratings improved 1% on the G/E and in
line with expectations of being steady to up
1% tonight. Silking wrapping up at 86%
complete vs 89% avg.
Old crop spot corn basis continues to
rebound, mostly in the WCB as farmer
selling remains at a standstill on old crop
while ECB basis is steady. Trade watching
for progress of the southern corn harvest
and picking up reports that north bound
corn barges will be making their way up the
Miss River soon. Interesting to note that
weekly export inspections were a solid 15.1
mln bu today though. Friday's Commitment
of Traders report showed the spec funds
continue to add to their short position, now
over 180k contracts. Technically the markets remain negative with no good support for Dec corn until the $4.50
and $4.40 area.
WHEAT: Wheat market was pounded lower on technical fund selling after it was not able to hold early overnight
gains. Sell stops were triggered with the 30 day MA failed to hold and also profit taking was seen on wheat/corn
spreads. Wheat/corn spread has rallied over 30 cents/bu since mid-July, see chart and due for some correction.
Weekly export inspections were a non-event at 25.4 mln bu. Egypt announced another tender for option origin
wheat this afternoon for
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bu. European wheat harvest is moving along with Russia now over 40% complete while harvest in Germany is
expected to get underway soon. France saw good progress this weekend and helped to pressure European
wheat futures to contract lows. Not much technical support now for Chicago Sept wheat until toward the $6.10
area. Weekly spring wheat ratings were unchanged on the G/E at 68% vs 63% a year ago.
SOY-COMPLEX: The bean market was able to close slightly higher and bounce a dime off its lows as Informa's
soybean yield estimate was not as big as expected. Informa pegged the bean yield only at 42.7 bpa with
production of 3.266 bln bu. Interesting to note that Informa trimmed their harvested acres on beans by just
500,000 acres. NASS has done their re-survey of the acres and will update their numbers in Monday's S/D report.
Some traders still believe that 1-2 mln acres could get
trimmed yet off the harvested number. But might
have to wait until the October crop report for
confirmation. Weekly crop ratings did improve 1% on
the G/E this afternoon, which is in line with what trade
was looking for. Still with an Informa-type yield there
is not much cushion unless the USDA trims their
aggressive demand numbers.
Weekly export inspections were low at just 1.36 mln
bu. China's govt is to auction off 500k tons of reserve
beans this week. Some Asian traders question how
well the auction will be bid since imported Brazilian
soybeans are running 700 yuan/ton cheaper than the
reserve prices.
US bean basis is starting to stabilize at some
processor markets with processors thought to have at
least 2 weeks coverage yet. Meal basis remains soft
with Aug/Sept and Aug/Dec inverse weakening.
Interesting to note that 2 vessels with a total of
35,000 tons of bio-diesel are to load in Argentina,
bound for the US.
Friday's Commitment of Traders report showed that the spec funds still have a long 30k soybeans and 13k
soymeal to liquidate yet. Support for Nov beans remains at the $11.40 area (low back last June). Weather
forecast remains favorable though more traders would like to see some additional heat with early to normal frost
the only weather concern left now. NWS 8-14 day continues to run below normal temps, see chart below.
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This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This
material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an
experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on
this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS
COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY SHOULD INFORM THEMSELVES ABOUT AND OBSERVE ANY SUCH PROHIBITION OR
RESTRICTIONS. TO THE EXTENT THAT YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS COMMUNICATION INDIRECTLY AND SOLICITATIONS
ARE PROHIBITED IN YOUR JURISDICTION WITHOUT REGISTRATION, THE MARKET COMMENTARY IN THIS
COMMUNICATION SHOULD NOT BE CONSIDERED A SOLICITATION.
The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable
investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not
guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment
at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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